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Stories of 'unique' families shared
by Jeannine Abusharkh
Assistant News Editor

Last week, in honor of National
Coming-Out Day, Saint Mary's
hosted a number of events to promote gay pride such as painting
the Saint Mary's sign rainbow
and discussions on LGBT issues.
The Women's Resource Center,

Volleyball beats Bay
Area rivals

the Intercultural Center, and the
Gay Straight Alliance presented
a discussion entitled 'Redefining
Family.' Members of the Saint
Mary's community with unique
backgrounds and diverse family
structures spoke about their stories, experiences, and challenges of
growing up and raising children in
non-traditional homes. The panel
discussion invited Ruben Dionson,

Professor Aaron Sachs, and partners Angelica Garcia and Maria
Capitelli to speak with students
and faculty.
Facilitator Keelia Murphy, '11,
frrst asked each person to describe
their family life. Dionson described
how he grew up with two moms
and had a very different experience
than his peers. Garcia was raised
by a single mother and grew up

in her large, Mexican-Catholic
family. Capitelli came from the stereotypical American family with
two working parents and now has
a 7 month-old daughter with her
partner Garcia. Sachs discussed
how he was born by anonymous
donor insemination and raised by
two moms. Each member of the

see FAMILY, p3

Oedipus Reborn exceeds expectations

1

1talian

women fight
adversity
by Ashley Soro
Staff Writer

On Tuesday in Hagerty Lounge,
Saint Mary's hosted Jennifer
Guglielmo, historian and author
of Living the Revolution: Italian
Women's Resistance and Radicalism. Members of the Saint Mary's
community gathered to hear her
discuss Italian immigrants' political activism from 1880-1945,
which prior to her book, had been
mostly invisible.
She began writing her book 18
years ago in New Mexico in attempt to study her own family's
history. As she studied deeper
into that history, she found very
little on Italian women's political activism. Instead, she found
women embedded in a world
dominated by patriarchal values,
and expressed her .desire to write
against their passivity. ·.. I wanted
to search deeper for Italian women
to uncover their humanity."
While showing a series of-phe-

Courtesy of Nick Leither

Seminar text gets satirized, see Detour page 5

Campus highlights, honors the Virgin Mary
Mary's importance seen in music, culture, literature, and art throughout the world
by Anthony Goni
Staff Writer_ __

This past week Saint Mary's
hosted a symposium honoring the
Virgin Mary, called 'Mary in the
Modern World.' Speakers were
invited to give lectures on Mary's
current role in literature, religion,
culture, art and music.
Diane Schoemperlen, the
author of Our Lady of the Lost
and Found, read passages from
her book about apparitions of
Mary. Along with the readings,
Schoemperlen talked about her
experience writing the book.
As part of her creative process,

she began collecting icons of
Mary as a way of keeping Mary
ever present, opening herself to
inspiration. Ms. Schoemperlen
commented that Mary, "one of
the most important women in
history isn't mentioned in many
history books." When asked if her
book could be used to supplement
history books, to inform people
about who Mary is, she said that
she would like her book to be used
in such a way.
During the lecture, Ms.
Schoemperlen mentioned the
phenomenon in which Mary
appears to people in different
countries, looking as though she

is indigenous to those countries.
For example, in Mexico, Mary appears to have Mexican features; in
Japan, she has Japanese features.
The next speaker, Metropolitan Nikitas Lulias of the Greek
Orthodox Church, gave a lecture
on the complexities of orthodox
icons of Mary. Every characteristic of each icon can be picked
apart for its meaning; colors in the
paintings and positioning of her
hands have subtle meanings. His
Eminence Nikitas Lulias pointed
out that Mary is often depicted
with three stars on her body, signifiying that she is a virgin before
conception, during pregnancy
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and after birth.
Last Thursday Brother Mark
McVann lectured about the Virgin Mary's influence in South
America, focusing on Brazil and
Peru. He mentioned that about
37 percent of Brazilian churches
are dedicated to Mary as opposed
to other saints. Brazil's most famous Marian shrine is Our Lady
of Aparecida, the second most
visited shrine for the Virgin Mary
in the world, drawing about seven
million visitors each year.
There were also icons of Mary
on display in the Saint Mary's library that were loaned by alumni
and friends of the College.
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tos, Guglielmo explained the many
stereotypes that haunted the Italian immigrant women. The dirty
cloth worker, the frail and helpless
young girl, and the insane and
homicidal wife were just three of
several images that were associated
with the degrading stereotypes of
immigrants in the time period.
Despite all of the stereotypes
and notions of passivity and victimization of the women, Guglielmo clarified that there was a
radical movement that resisted
these notions.
She began describing the everyday acts of resistance that included
young girls sneaking out at night
or reading whatever illicit material
they could find, in order to provide
a stepping-stone to the more radical and resisting acts in the union
movement.
As a start, Guglielmo mentioned the Italian anarchist newspapers that reached an audience
of 8,000 people during a time
at which many Italians were illiterate. Most of the men and
women were everyday workers
that wanted to write about social
change, oftentimes beginning with
humility. Regardless of their education, they were sophisticated in
their analysis of power.
Radical groups from all over
have held events in order to resist
the labor movement. Families encompassing numerous generations
would participate in the resistance,

see WOMEN, pz
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HE INSIDE PA
WOMEN: Guest spea1<er profiles stereotypes
continued from page 1
erasing the stereotypical image
of the radical being young and
fanatical.
Guglielmo emphasized why
Italians participated in these radical°events. "They wanted to create
a world without systems of authorities and domination where one
group had power over another."
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The women especially had a
desire to be pure, respected, and
stand with dignity, regardless of
whether or not they worked in
factories. As they gained power in
their movement, they assimilated
to an American lifestyle while
struggling to hold on to their own
roots as Italians.

Beyond the BubbleFrance receives more warnings
of terrorist attacks
Last month, France received
warning about a potential terrorist

attack. On Sunday, Saudi Intelligence Services issued a new warning of an al-Quaida attack on the
country, according to an article by
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In her effort to enlighten the
Saint Mary's community about the
working-class women who helped
shape the rising industrial union
movement, Guglielmo hopes that
"students understand that there
was a generation before them that
wanted change and was able to
fight for it."

INFORMATION SESSIONS:
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The 'Ndrangheta criminal organization in Italy has recently
been threatening anti-mafia
prosecuters, according to an
article on Time.com. Public officials have been receiving "death
threats, envelopes with bullets
in them, a homemade bomb
that blew up in the entrance to
the courthouse in January, and
a package of dynamite that
exploded outside a prosecutor's
house in August;" an unloaded
bazooka was also found outside
a courthouse last week. This
week, Italy is expected to deploy
80 soldiers to the southern tip of
the country to provide security
for the prosecutors.
Palestine may drop claims
against Israel
Talks between Palestinian
President Mahmoud Abbas and
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
N etanyahu have recently ceased
due to settlement expansion.
Abbas hopes to resume discussion soon to move towards
recognizing Palestine as an
independent state; if recognition is achieved, the Palestinians
are "willing to end all historic
claims against Israel," according
to an article by the Associated
Press.

Crime Beat
10/08/10
8:18 p.m.
Incident: Hit and run.
Synopsis: Parked vehicle received
damage to the back driver's side
fender in Justin parking lot; referred to Community Life.
10/08/10
10:35 p.m.
Iricident: Student handbook violation.
Synopsis: Possession of a hookah
and marijuana bong in De La
Salle parking lot; referred to Community Life.
10/09/10
2:08 p.m.
Incident: Hit and run.
Synopsis: Non-injury - left
rear bumper dented and deeply
scratched and scuff marks in
Townhouse park_ing lot across
from Thille Hall; referred to Com-

munity Life.
2:34a.m.
10/10/10
Incident: Student handbook violation.
Synopsis: Drug paraphernalia confiscated at Augustine Hall; referred
to Community Life.

11:36 a.m.
10/12/10
Incident: Information only.
Synopsis: Vehicle jumped the
sidewalk and was angled down an
embankment in Agena C parking
lot; referred to Community Life
and Loss Prevention.

10/11/10
4:34a.m.
Incident: Suspicious circumstances.
Synopsis: Circumstances under
investigation at rear of McKeon
Gym; referred to Student Conduct.

10/13/10
8:08 p.m.
Incident: Student handbook violation.
Synopsis: Possession of marijuana
and paraphernalia at Justin Hall;
referred to Community Life.

10/11/10
6:35 p.m.
Incident: Property damage.
Synopsis: Shattered windshield
from foul ball on De La Salle
Drive near baseball field; referred
to Athletics and Loss Prevention.

10/14/10
1:20 p.m.
Incident: Vehicle accident.
Synopsis: Property damage to
College vehicle at gated entrance
to stadium; referred to Facilities
Services and Loss Prevention.

- Editorial -

MATTHEW

E.

ZEIDAN

Paladino's Political
Blasphemy
he New York Times reported
that Republican candidate for
Governor of New York, Carl Paladino, told a group in Williamsburg,
Brooklyn on Sunday October 10 that
we should not be "brainwashing"
our children into thinking that homosexuality is a correct pathway in life.
Paladino expressed his distaste for
gay marriage to several Orthodox
Jewish leaders: "I just think my
children and your children would
be much better off and much more
successful getting married and raising a family, and I don't want them
brainwashed into thinking that homosexuality is an equally valid and
successful option - it isn't."
Nat only did Paladino condemn
gay marriage, he also expressed contempt towards his opponent, Democratic candidate Andrew Cuomo, for
marching in a parade for gay pride
earlier in the year.
"I didn't march in the gay parade
this year," Paladino said. "My opponent did, and that's not the example
we should be showing our children."
In response to the e statements,
Mr. Cuomo's campaign" committee
released responses indicating that
Mr. Paladino's words were insensitive and homophobic.
The Paladino campaign committee fired back by stating that "Carl
Paladino is simply expressing the
views that he holds in his heart as
a Catholic" and is also "not homophobic, and neither is the Catholic
Church."
It is remarkable to notice the
split between Paladino and his own
campaign committee. On one hand,
you have a man who floods his entire
speech with sentiments that scream
homophobia. On the other, you have
his committee stating that he is a
Catholic who is merely expressing
the beliefs his religion has taught
him. According to his committee,
homophobia is not one of those
beliefs.
Paladino does not deserve the
right to serve as a representative for
the state of New York or the U.S.
In a recent report from Newsday.com, Paladino had originally
planned to add this shameful quote
to his speech: "There is nothing to
be proud of in being a dysfunctional
homosexual." He chose, however,
to omit this from his speech. Those
planning to vote should take extreme
caution in considering such a hateful
candidate.
The viewpoints of Mr. Paladino
have clearly missed their golden age
as it appears that he is preaching
values that are outdated and do not
belong in the U.S. today. Clearly, his
biggest issue at this time will be to
sugar-coat what he has said to appear
noble and correct. With views such
as those expressed by Paladino however, no amount of sugar-coating can
cover up the vulgar blasphemy he has
already strewn across New York and
the entire country.
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FAMILY: Panelists discuss evolution of family, promote acceptance
continued from page 1
panel had a unique background
and spoke of their quest to seek
justice, acceptance, and normalcy.
Sometimes for the panelists,
interactions with other families
and groups have been awkward,
challenging, and perplexing; for
example, Garcia and Capitelli
explained that there have been
moments when others do not
understand their circumstances.
Also, they say that sometimes they
don't have an easy time making
connections with other families.
One of the most frustrating things
that Garcia and Capitelli discuss
is the process of having a SecondParen t Adoption. The SecondParent Adoption assures that she
has full rights as a parent when
she or her daughter are in another
state. During this process, Garcia
must submit fingerprints, letters
of reference, documentation, and
be evaluated by a social worker to
see if she is a fit mother. These procedures are costly since she must
hire a lawyer. Garcia says that she
is "grateful to have the option" to
have a child with her partner but
it also frustrates her to "have to
legitimize her relationship with
[her] daughter."
Sachs said that one of his
mothers had a Second-Parent
Adoption. His mother was also
evaluated for the adoption and the
social worker denied her because
she was a lesbian. Luckily, a judge
in Alameda County who was an
ally of the gay community overturned the social worker's order.
Sachs and Robinson believe that
people are afraid and have the
misconception that when children
have gay parents, they will turn
out gay. Garcia said that people
have the misconception that she is
just her daughter's nanny. In her
case, "racism pairs with the truth
of [her] family." These outside
influences have torn Capitelli as
she questions her life and family
even though there "certainly is
love within [her] family."
The panelists have also confronted resistance from extended
family members. Sachs says that
there is an "internalized fear" of

being judged by
peers and ex-

....---~----,,,..-------,,..;...----n~rrr~

tended family. l!lllffllj~-~;;;,:;:;;;,;;;;.,,,,.~.,£..
Sachs's grandfather did not
want to associate with him in
public because
Sachs was of
a darker skin
color. Sometimes family
members did
not know how
to deal but they
eventually figured things out.
Despite the
adversity that
these individuals have experienced, there are
Max Crowell/ COLLEGIAN
rewards within
these non-traditional families. For instance,
Capitelli and Garcia said that
they have a greater family bond
after all the struggle that they have
experienced from the law, family,
friends, and soci_ety. Capitelli and
Garcia said that they have had a
very welcoming experience working at Saint Mary's together as an
open couple. They believe that
the strength of the Saint Mary's
community is so strong that
challengers would be surprised
by the amount of support they
have received towards their cause.
Robinson said that he has a great
relationship with his mother because he was an only child raised
by a single mother.
Participants of 'Redefining
Family' left the discussion with an
understanding of how to be allies
to these diverse families. Garcia
suggested that people should
be open to conversation and
help these individuals disclose
their family lives and share their
true selves. Robinson added that
"family is not self-identifying,"
and, "every family is different, be
open to listen" without judgment.
Monday & Tuesday 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sachs wants people to be allies
in any situation and let others
Wednesday & Thursday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
decide when they want to share
Friday 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
their story.

""

THE COLLEGIAN
is always looking for new writers!
Please join us for storyboard meetings on
Mondays at 6pm in Dante 120

Career Center

New Extended Hours:

Drop-in Hours:
Monday - Friday 1 p.m. - 2 p.m.

Calendar
Social Justice
Tuesday, October 19
7:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Reuben Greenwald
x4704
Science Majors Career Info
Thursday, October 21
5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Galileo 201 & 202
Brousseau 114
Contact Cheryl Kelly
x4409
Why Should Anyone Care
About Afghanistan?
Tuesday, October 21
7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Chapel
Contact Mission & Ministry
x4366

The Lounge
Thursday, October 21
7:00 p. m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Briana Ohene
x8317
East Bay Women's Job Search
Friday, October 22
11 :30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Soda Center
Contact Sally Lanzarotti

:Uli
Love Your Body Day Event
Friday, October 22
12:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Delphine Lounge
Contact Tia Lillie

x4842
Fall Festival

Friday. October 22
S:OO p.m. - 8:00 p.iru
De La Salle Lawn
Contact Reuben Greellwald
x4704
Game-Night
Sunday, October 24
3:00 p.m. ~ 5:00 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact ASSMC

x4704

925.631.4600

Movie Mondays
Monday, October 25
5:15 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Trevor Condon

Located in Brother Urban Gregory Hall

x4704

No appointment necessary!

Planning an event?
Want it i'u The Collegian?
-mail us with the details of your
event at:
collegia@strnarys-ca.edu
or call for more information:
(925) 631-4279
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DETOUR
UNDOIT winner Oedipus Reborn fresh, funny

Sophomore Jenny Nicholson's take on Sophocles' famous text clever and well-performed
by Jeannine Abusharkh
Assistant News Editor

In Freshman Greek Thought,
students are currently learning
about Sophocles' Oedipus the King.
The tragic story follows Oedipus
as he tries to fight fate and rid
his city of pollution. Oedipus is
so blinded by his pride that he
fulfills the prophecy of the oracle;
murdering his father and committing incest with his mother. The
play is a challenging Greek text,
yet with the help of Saint Mary's
student playwright sophomore
Jenny Nicholson, winner of the
UNDO IT script contest, students
were able to understand the text
with an original play called Oedipus Reborn.
Oedipus Reborn was a comedic

take on Sophocles classic play
Oedipus the King. The play was
directed by Alex Moggridge
and was played by professional
Bay Area actors from The Quixotic Players. The Quixotic Player
Mission is to "UNDO common
expectations and allow us all
to think about texts and performances outside of the box."

They certainly delivered their
mission, since it freshly conveyed
Sophocles' traditional cast and the
actors established their characters
well using humor to entice the audience. Witty punch lines, quirky
ensemble, and the oblivious Oedipus kept the audience laughing.
Jenny Nicholson incorporated
modern day jargon into her work,
yet the authenticity of the play
remained with the original story
line of Oedipus the King. The integration of ancient Greek qualities
like the obsession with Zeus and
the contemporary dialogue made
the play appealing to a young
audience.
The performance of Mrs. Rex
by Sally Clawson was spicy, eccentric, and hilarious. Her sexy
skin tight, low cut, cougar costume and over-the-top personality
added to her role. Also, the peculiar relationship with Oedipus
was authentic and shocking. She
brilliantly delivered her character as a clueless housewife. The
performance of Oedipus by Will
Maier was also original. Maier
portrayed Oedipus as sloppy, lazy,
and oblivious. He carried the play
and remained true to his role.

Photo courttsy of Nidt Lrithu

Sophomore Jenny Nicolson (front row, right) poses with the actors from her play, Oedipus Reborn. Nickelson was
last years winner of the UNDOIT contest and had her play performed by the Quixotic Players.

The use of the ensemble was
creative and collaborative. The
four members of the ensemble
took on various roles such as Tiresius and Antigone and remained
a solid force throughout the play.
They brought quirkiness and
comic relief in dense situations.

For instance, during Oedipus'
flashbacks the ensemble used humor to explain his past. The support from the ensemble increased
the value of the leading roles and
enthralled the audience.
Oedipus Reborn definitely exceeded expectations and was an

exciting recreation of a Greek
masterpiece. Jenny Nicholson,
director Alex Moggridge and The
Quixotic Players succeeded in
entertaining the young audience
with fun characters and comedic
dialogue.
Grade: B+

Tomatina take-out disappoints with high expectations
Quaint, rustic Italian restaurant in Walnut Creek fails to live up tolocal hype with bland food
by Stephanie Schwanmmer
Contributing Writer

Tomatina
1325 N. Main St.
Walnut Creek, CA
(925) 930-9999
Such high expectations were
held when walked into Tomatina,
a quaint, rustic Italian restaurant
in the heart of Walnut Creek. Unfortuntely, these expectations were
left unmet.

Reviewing restaurants during
midterm week is fairly difficult to
manage while finishing papers and
studying for exams, so I opted to
take out and review the food in the
comfort of my apartment. I eagerly
awaited my food, which they firmly
told me should be out by 6:50. By
7: 10 it had become tiring, standing
in the cramp entrance, but unable to
talk to any of the staff because they
were all too busy. At 7:20 I finally
received my food, approximately 30
minutes after the given time.

We walked the two minutes to
my apartment and dug- in, to feast.
My high expectations were absolutely shattered. To begin with, the
food was cold. Not lukewarm with
a faint trace of the oven's warmth:
it was completely cold. I bit into my
fettuccini carbonara, pasta ribbons
with pancetta, green peas (random),
and garlic swirled in a parmesan
cheese. The pasta was bland and
beside the point, burnt. Where was
a crazy mesh of flavors promised
by a server? It tasted like butter and

parmesan mixed with overcooked
pasta. And the pancetta was burnt
to the point of no flavor..While my
food was horrid, my companion's
food was ten times worse. His Chicken Parmigiana was promised to be
a winner, a pan-seared parmesan
breaded chicken breast with tomato
parmesan sauce, topped with fresh
mozzarella, and served with a side
of "housemade ricotta gnocchi";
or to be precise, 7 bland gnocchi.
The chicken had hardly any sauce,
which would have helped cover

up the burnt flavor of the chicken
breast. Maybe if we had sat down
and ate at the restaurant, the poor
quality of food would have been
avoided. However, I am now unable
to even give the benefit of the doubt
to this restaurant: with that many
patrons waiting to eat and such a
high reputation, this poor quality of
food is inexcusable. I suggest Olive
Garden instead - at least we know
what to expect.
Price:$$
Grade: D

Kings of Leon fail to mix styles in Sundown
Newly-mainstream band tries to appease two audiences, unable to mesh
Kings of Leon
Come Around Sundown

by Susie Foresman
Assistant Detour Editor

On the opening track of Come
Around Sundown, "The End," Caleb Followill croons, "I ain't got a
home." With this, the Kings of Leon
frontrnan expresses what seems to
be his concern for the band as they
release their fifth studio album: they
are stuck between their older sound,
dirty Southern rock, and the newer,
arena-friendly sound found on
their last album Only By the Night.
The album skips between these two
extremes, but never really succeeds
in finding a happy medium.
The album's lead single, "Radioactive," continues in the pattern set
by Only By the Night, with a heavily
produced, catchy sound perfect for
radio play, a sort of little sister to

"Sex On Fire." Another song tailored for the band's newer listeners
is "Beach Side," a sunny, breezy tune
with wistful lyrics.
Come Around Sundown takes a
turn for the cheesy with "Mary," a
powerful song inspired by the 1950s
and 60s. Caleb whoops with passion
in his trademark scratchy voice over
strong guitar lines: "No I won't,
never once, make you cry I Just to
kiss, how I'll miss your goodbye."
Around the middle of the album,
the many mid-tempo tracks with
wailing guitar parts and vocals begin
to run together, failing to provide
any individual impressions for the
listener.
There are some moments in the
album that will appeal to fans of
Kings of Leon's first few albums
like Aha Shake Heartbreak, such as
the heavily country-inspired "Back
Down South" and the impressive
closer "Pickup Truck," which showcases Caleb's vocals intertwined
with moments of lush instrumentation.
Kings of Leon were in an interesting position as they wrote this

album. As newly "mainstream"
Grammy winners, they had relatively new fans to please, not to mention
their already displeased older fans of

their raw first few albums. In trying
to please both of these fan bases,
they missed the mark, although
Come Around Sundown provides

some undoubtedly sweet moments
for both groups.
Download: "Pickup Truck"
Grade: c+
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DETOUR
Treasure Island warms fans with musical excellence
LCD Soundsystem, deadmau5, Die Antwoord, She &Him, the National heat up chilly weekend
the same studio as Phoenix, still
put on an energetic set. In fact,
Detour Editor
lead singer Antoine Hilaire had
the quote
Photos bV Jake Fulton
of
the
weekend
In 1940 on Treasure Island, when he
Judy Garland, Johnny Mercer, said
he
WC Handy, and Irving Berlin w o u 1 d
capped off what would become consider
the last-ever Golden Gate Inter- playing at
national Exposition, a World's our very
Fair for which the island was own Saint
built for by human hands just a Mary's if
few years prior. Fast forward 70 the band
years and what do you get? One were to go
sprawling mass of people sand- on a colwiched in between two stages lege tour.
featuring some of the best indie
T h e
and electronic artists of the day, a weirdest
'Silent Disco' area where people perfordance to a DJ that is transmitting mance of
tunes to individual headphones, the weeka Ferris wheel, and, among other end deficharacters, a crowd-surfing Green nitely goes
Man.
to South African rave hip-hop
Whether or not it demon- group Die Antwoord. Even if you
strates the prohad never
-=~:::~~"."""'!!lmllllll!:::--~----:
gression of the
heard of
island (or music
them,
in general , for
upon seethat matter) is
ing their
a moot point;
DJ walk
the frigid 2010
out
on
edition of the
stage in
Treasure Island
a
black
Festival, in its
d e a t h
fourth year of
robe with
Belle & Sebastian
existence, may
a monster
not be a World's Fair, but it acts mask, you knew immediately you
as one of the top platforms in the were going to be in for a treat.
Bay Area in terms of lassoing up And then the self-proclaimed
some of the planet's top musical "Ninja" ran out in something that
acts in an undeniably unique set- looks like a potato sack while Yoting.
landi Vi$$er, who is resembles
Situated in an ideal part of a five-foot tall blonde nymph
the Bay that offers pristine panoramas of the r,"llf~~-·
San Francisco skyline,
along with the city's
two iconic bridges, the
two-day festival, which
featured
headliners
LCD
Soundsystem
and Belle & Sebastian
this past weekend,
now looks to directly
compete with the now
Saturday-and-Sundayonly Outside Lands Festival of with an unbearably high-pitched
Golden Gate Park for the Bay's squeal in a Lady Sovereign-mold,
top collection of indie talent.
walked out in some kind of
The weekend was undoubt- crudely drawn-on bed sheet made
edly a cold one - Superchunk's into clothing. After the set-openMac Mccaughan said the crowd er, Ninja returned from backstage
looked like one at a 1978 Buffalo wearing similar clothing to that
Bills game - and it even rained of Vi$$er, with expletives written
early Sunday during the first three
sets, but with the
amount of music
(and beer, coffee,
and tea) on hand
it was tough to
remain so.
Saturday was
Treasure Island's
more electronictinged day of the
two, and bodies
got moving early
on. While the
band's
regular
bassist Flo Lyon- Br<>Un Social~
net was back in
on his pants. From that point on,
France, Parisian rockers Jamaica, the bizarreness reached unthinkwho are produced by Justice's able levels, as Vi$$er flipped off
Xavier de Rosnay and record in the crowd numerous times, Ninja

bv Alex Kozela

rocked an alien arm (from
South Africa's District 9),
and the two rappers continued to strip
down as the
set progressed
until Ninja was
in his boxers.
After the angry
set, Vi$$er contradicted the entire show as she
left the crowd
with a squeaky
"be happy." As
you can tell, the
whole thing was
essentially lifebandmembers threw the masks
changing.
Later on in the off after a tranced-out interlude
evening, the Tunnel of "Black and Blue" in a perforStage offered up some mance that included Vampire
solid jazz-influenced Weekend cover "The Kids Don't
electro in the forms Stand a Chance" but seemingly
of Four Tet and Little marred by sound issues. Their
Dragon. The latter's lead singer, set also ended awkwardly, as they
Yukimi Nagano, owned the stage played the cover and started "Fakwith her incredibly soulful swag- er" before cutting it short after
announcing
ger and
their
final
graceful
song to be
dancing
the hit "Anithat was
mal."
perfectly
timed to
E v e n
though the
her Swedday was long
ish bandand the air
m ates'
chilly,
the
infectious
majority of
sounds.
Just
Little Dragon the festivalgoers wised
after that,
DeadmauS proved he really is a up and stayed for dance-punk
freak of nature by playing one of legend James Murphy's LCD
four shows in a 24-hour period Soundsystem. Murphy offered
to an adoring crowd, with some the crowd the chance to "Dance
wearing his signature "Mau- Y rself Clean" and they did just
Sheads." None were as impres- that, especially for fan-favorite
sive as the one that the DJ him- "All My Friends." With no time
self wore for the second half of constraints as the headliner,
Murphy didn't feel
his set, however, as
as limited as he did
it was the impressive
at Coachella, and it
LED one that he deshowed.
buted at Coachella
Day 2 of the festithat wowed the massval went by faster, as
es. He also proved to
I parked myself at the
not only be a mouse;
main stage after atfor "Moar Ghosts N'
tempting to see everyStuff" he busted out
thing the day before.
a ghost costume - one
Sunday, while rainy at
as rudimentary as the
the start, was warmed
one Charlie Brown
'---"_,,."----' early through Supercwears in that Great
Antoine Hilaire ofJamaica hunk's 90s-fueled rock
Pumpkin episode and trotted around his V-shaped and followed by the sunny folkmega-stage in it for the song be- pop of She & Him, which consists of the always lovely and hapfore becoming a "mauS" again.
Miike Snow's Andrew Wyatt py Zooey Deschanel
reiterated that they and a countrified M.
are, in fact, a band Ward. Broken Soand not a person cial Scene, all 10+
towards the end of of them on stage,
their set, but that still delivered a loud and
doesn't hide the fact inspired performance
that the Swedish- shortly after, with the
American
electro- National to proceed.
One of my mispop band loves being
mysterious. While takes in the past is
headlining the Tun- writing off the Nanel Stage Saturday tional's lead singer
night, they walked Matt Berninger as
out in Stanley Ku- sounding a bit borbrick-like
white ing and disinterested
masks, wearing all when singing. In reblack while barely ality, that can't be furvisible to -the crowd due to the ther than the truth. In
surrounding smoke, demonstrat- his band's hour-long
ing that their production prowess set Sunday evening,
isn't limited to recordings. The he gave beer to some-

deadmau~

one in the crowd, said that his
wearing a suit made the rest of
his band look like losers, and that
his wife comes from a long line
of cannibals. Their drawn-out
indie Americana was one of the

Zooey Deschanel of She & Him

highlights of the entire festival.
If there is a problem about
TIMF it is getting off the island,
literally. Parking isn't allowed
on the island, and free shuttles
continuously transport people
from AT&T Park to the island
and back. Because of this, along
with the weather being the way
it was, and due to two long days
of standing, I regrettably left
Sunday's headliner Belle & Sebastian early. Apparently I'm not
the only one with this mindset;
the crowd wasn't nearly as big as
the one that saw LCD the night
before.
The island isn't home to any
international fairs anymore, but
with the slew of talented international musicians that made up
this year's edition of the festival,
you may as well call it as interntionally of a fair as they come.
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OPiNiON
Students arrested at Carleton University over pro-life rally
Pro-life group should have been allowed to voice their views
hv Hannah Kovach
Staff W riter

n the morning of October
4th, 2010 , four members
of the National Campus Life
Network at Carleton University
were arrested by the Ottawa city
police for "putting up a graphic
anti-abortion display on the main
quadrangle of Carleton University". The explicit pictures the
students used were taken from
the website of a group named
the Genocide Awareness Project
(GAP).
GAP, which, like the National
Campus for Life Club at Carleton
University, seeks to increase
awareness of the violent nature
of abortion. One of the ways
they accomplish their goals is by
using graphic images that some
find disturbing. The pictures the
Genocide Awareness Project
uses have a disconcerting tendency to dehumanize the very
people they are trying to protect
Before the arrest of the prolife demonstrators at Carleton

0

University, the group tried to
obtain permission to stage a
demonstration at Tory Hall; this
request was made in order to try
and get the attention of as many
students possible.
However, this request was denied. Despite denying the members of the pro-life group their
request to stage a peaceful protest
in Tory Quad, the university did
offer a substitute location: Porter
Hall. Moreover, they also told the
students that "student groups are
not normally permitted [the] use
of the Quad for displays."
Additionally, it is understood
that another room was offered
to the students where they could
show their display. However,
Porter Hall was said to be "out
of the way" for most students.
Because Porter Hall is out of the
way for most students, members
of the pro-life group had a legitimate fear that very few people
would see the morbid images on
display.
Despite being told this information by university officials,
the pro-life group staged their
demonstration in Tory Hall any-

way. The decision did not sit well
with the university. This is why
the students were reported to the
authorities , who then arrested
four members of the group.
This arrest was a travesty. The
reason it was a travesty is as follows : After the demonstration,
the Carleton University pro-life
group's lawyer, Albertos Polizogopoulos, found a list of several
occasions in the last few years
when the Quad has been used by
student groups. "Clearly, Tory
Quad has been available for student booking in the past," wrote
Polizogopoulos. "We therefore
request that you refrain from
making misleading statements
in future."
If Tory Hall was made available for student groups before,
then the university's original
reason for denying the pro-life
group the use of the hall was
bogus. If the reason was bogus,
then there had to be some other
reason for making the pro-life
group use a different hall. Ultimately, when pressed, Carleton's
director of communications, Jason MacDonald, admitted: "The

real issue was the nature of the
content."
What is interesting is that if
these students had been protesting against anything else and
been arrested, there would be a
huge controversy in both Canada
and America. Yet there is little to
no knowledge of the controversy
about this case here, and simply
because these protestors chose to
protest the act of abortion were
they arrested. That fact seems to
give the extremely unfortunate
implication that these protestors
deserved to get arrested simply
because of what they are rising

up against.
No matter what one 's stance
on abortion is, it is not right for
an institution of higher education, such as Carleton University,
to arrest its own students for
expressing themselves peacefully.
The controversial images which
these students used to convey the
brutality they see inherent to the
act of abortion does not justify
arresting them. Even though the
students could have been more
considerate towards those who
have different beliefs about abortion, arresting them for simply
voicing their view is wrong.

Derogatory slurs and the degradation of women in politics
Inappropriate and deragatory comment should not be excused so easily
11Y Allsl1 Clarl
Staff Writer

olitical campaigns of the
twenty-first century have been
distinguished by personal smears of
candidates. President Obama ·was
attacked for his relationships with
controversial figures Bill Ayers and
Reverend Jeremiah Wright. Nancy
Pelosi has been ridiculed frequently
for her appearance and whether or
not she has had plastic surgery.
The recent derogatory slur by an
aide of California Governor candidate Jerry Brown is yet another
example of a personal attack made
in the public arena of politics. A
phone call to the Los Angeles Police Protective League turned into
an embarrassing blunder for Jerry
Brown's campaign. Jerry Brown left
a voicemail and forgot to hang up
the phone call.

P

The conversation that ensued included several different male voices,
one of which commented that Meg
Whitman is a "whore." Whore is
defined as a woman who engages
in sexual acts for money. This is not
the cleverest or most accurate way
to insult Meg Whitman.
Brown, who has given a general apology since the tapes' release,
called the slur representative of
"things that happen in campaigns."
This begs the following question:
Was the use of the word whore
really justifiable as something "that
happen[s] in a campaign." In other
words, should Brown be let off the
hook for using a term that demeans
females?
This points to a greater problem;
namely, that of women being referred to in derogatory terms and
people merely accepting it as part
of life. This acceptance perpetuates
a problem: that it is permissible to

call women whores, sluts, and other politician who has been accused
demeaning names. Brushing off of gender biased smear campaigns
these comments means that it isn't a either.
big deal to use an individual's gender
Hillary Clinton, for example,
against them in politics.
faced outrageous slander when she
What this recent political and ran for President. She was referred
personal slander ( '
,
to as masculine
.
Apparently, we aren t done "or
weann·g power
b oils d own t o 1s
h
Th "gl
ilin ,, Clin
i1
this: Shouldn't erde. aline
ass ced gh
totilln suits and not ap. ,,iemmme
..
peanng
we Consl.der thi·s an P. . attempte to s atter s
remams mtact. So, we must ask
gh t
al
a big deal? The
Is this £ .
d ual?
enou
o appe
1
answer is simple: ourse ves:
arr an eq · ' ' to women.
.
yes. Even though
Then there is
Brown has sought to excuse his former vice presidential nominee
use of a derogatory term, it does Sarah Palin. She was portrayed as
not mean we should forgive him a beauty queen who could not be
so easily.
taken seriously by political pundits
In an era that is producing more and other members of the media.
and more female politicians, excus- Instead of focusing on political ising the use of derogatory terms is sues, the media's focal point was on
a danger. It is a danger because it the cost of her campaign clothing.
promotes the idea that it is acceptWhen the media focuses on how
able to engage in biased and sexist female politicians look, instead of
smear campaigfis. The unfortunate on political issues of substance, the
reality is that Brown is not _the first credibility of women is diminished.

No one looks at a male politician
and asks, "Does he look pretty
enough to get my vote?"
Women are already critical of
other women. The media, the entertainment industry and other similar
sorts of outlets are overly critical of
women. These outlets hold women
up to unrealistic standards not expected of their male counterparts.
Sure, Bill Clinton can cheat on his
wife and rebound from it, but could
Hillary do the same and still be
Secretary of State?
. In her essay, Invisible Women,
University of Michigan Professor Susan J. Douglas wrote: "If a
woman can run for president and
vice president, aren't we done here?
Isn't feminism unnecessary, even
irrelevant?" Apparently, we aren't
done here. The "glass ceiling" Clinton and Palin attempted to shatter
still remains intact. So, we must ask
ourselves: Is this fair and equal?

Snyder v. Phelps: Defending Those Who Gave Us So Much
Rev. Fred Phelps and Westboro Baptist Church insult fallen heroes under guise of free speech
bV Thomas Moraan
Staff Writer

Throughout our history it has
fallen to the Supreme Court to
answer some of this nation's most
difficult questions-and the issue
present before the Court in Snyder
v. Phelps is not among them.
For years now, the Reverend
Fred Phelps Sr. and his followers
in the Westboro Baptist Church
have done the unthinkable: protest
at the funerals of our fallen heroes.
Making appearances outside dozens of military funerals , Phelps
and his follower-Scan be seen carrying signs that read "God Hates the
USA/Thank God for 9/11," "Fag
Troops," "America is"Doomed,"

"Semper Fi Fags," "Thank God the Supreme Court heard Snyder
For Dead Soldiers/IEDs," and · v. Phelps in a closed doors proceeding. The high court-hesitant to
"You're Going to Hell."
The pain these disgusting spec- tackle the delicate issue of privacy
tacles place upon already mourn-. and speech-is not expected to ising families is simply unimagi- sue a decision for several months.
Free speech advocates and menable.
The father of Marine Lance dia groups have flocked to support
Cpl. Matthew Snyder (killed in Phelps, saying even if they despise
action March 3rd, 2006) finally what he says they will defend his
decided enough was enough after right to say it.
There is an impressive history
the Westboro Baptist Church not
only demonstrated at his son's of jurisprudence in this country
funeral, but distributed fliers fea- that shows there is no absolute
turing Lance Cpl. Snyder's picture right to completely free and unfetand the caption "Burial of an Ass. " tered speech. For example we hold
Albert Snyder filed suit against there is no right to shout 'fire' in
Phelps and won a lower court a crowded theater; we criminalize
decision, only to be overturned certain types of hate speech; we
by the United States 4th Circuit forbid false advertisement; in fact,
Court of Appeals. Just last week there is a litany of speech types

that we do not protect.
An overwhelming majority
of Americans find the actions
of the Westbor~ Baptist church
outrageous and abhorrent . We
must be vigilant against those who
would invoke those rights to cause
harm. Maryland Attorney-General Douglas F. Gansler, one of
forty-eight state attorneys-general
who have filed friend of the court
briefs in support of Snyder, Doug
Gansler said earlier this week in
the Washington Post, "the Supreme Court should be careful not
to let the boundaries of our rights
be set purely by those who wish
to abuse them. To do otherwise
would bring dishonor to those,
like Lance Cpl. Matthew Snyder,
who fought to protect them."

At the end of the day, Snyder
v. Phelps is not about free speech
at all; it is about whether we as
Americans will allow our most
sacred document to be twisted to
protect the indefensible actions
of the Westboro Church: Lance
Cpl. Matthew Snyder deserved
to be laid to rest respectfully for
the ultimate sacrifice he gave to
this country, as do all our fallen
heroes. And their families have
a right to honor them without
hearing the vile hate of the Westboro Baptist Church. Ultimately,
this case is about whether we the
American people will stand up
and defend the rights of those
who died defending ours. We owe
them that .. . And so much more.
It's that simple.
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Runners break records in Santa Clara
Men's and women's teams both improve and see new records set

Courtesy of smcgaels.com

Junior Robb Van Wyck finished with the second fastest time in school his·
tory at the 8K at 24:57 .2.

bvKrvsta
Staff Writer

The Saint Mary's cross country
runners broke records this week at
the Santa Clara Bronco Invitational
on Saturday. The men's team finished 17th overall, while the women
finished 13th in the 19 team pool.

Junior Robb Van Wyck led the
men in the 8K, finishing 45th with
a time of 24:57.2. Wyckcrushed his
previous personal-best by over 30
seconds and set the second fastest
race time in school history. Following Wyck was senior Brad Alban
who placed 103rd at 26:32, while
freshman Marco Siragusa finished
at 27:20 in I 12th place. Sophomore

Antonio Venegas placed I 13th
at 27:24, and sophomore Jordan
Lerma finished fifth for the team at
27:38 for 117th overall. The Gaels
finished with a combined time of
26:47 per runner, which was a 45
second improvement from last
week's race in San Francisco.
The women continued to improve, and with a team time of 18: 19
per runner beat the school record
in the SK race by approximately
40 seconds. Senior Tess Descher
tied the individual school record
finishing 23rd overall with a time
of 17: 42, and shattered her personal
best while improving from this race
last season by more than a minute.
Sophomore Rosie Smith finished
28th with a time of 17:48, whilesophomore Maria Ahqvist, Junior
Natalie Sojka, and Freshman Alicia
Doohan placed 77th, 81 st, and
112nd, respectively, finishing up the
top five for the Gaels and all of them
hitting personal-bests.
The Gaels next race is in two
weeks at the West Coast Conference Championships at the Crystal
Springs Course in Belmont, CA

WSoccer: Gaels keep it close but can't best San Diego
continued from page 8
try to even the game, but in doing so, they were susceptible to
a breakaway goal. When Saint
Mary's put forth five forwards,
the Broncos capitalized and increased their lead goal in the 86th
minute for the final 2-0 margin.
"The result's the disappointing part. But the growth of the
team and the quality we played
in the second half [were good] ...
The difference in the game is an
own goal"
In Sunday's action, the Gaels
got a visit from a very good, but
sinking, San Diego squad. Unfortunately, the Gaels couldn't
capitalize on a dominating second half and fell late to the
Toreros 2-1.
Earlier in the season, San Diego had been ranked 14th in the
nation but now were without a
ranking due to a stretch of 1-4-2

to begin September. Despite this;
the Toreros put forth a dominating performance against San
Francisco earlier in the weekend
by beating them 4-1 and let the
Gaels know they meant business
by scoring in the opening minutes
of Sunday's match.
On a lightning-quick goal
in the 11th minute, the Toreros
immediately awoke the Gaels
attack, which was very different
than their response earlier in the
weekend against Santa Clara. Instead of looking exhausted, Saint
Mary's hoisted two extremely
accurate shots on goal within the
following minute. Unfortunately,
neither fell as Torero goalkeeper
Country Parsons tipped both
shots away from the frame.
But the Gaels were not going
to fall easily. In the first minute
of the second half, freshman

Mackenzie Ring put a through
ball into the box that passed
two separate Gael forwards and
several San Diego defenders. But
then it fell into the lap of fellow
freshman Briana Campos, who
punched in the shot to equalize
the s-core at 1-1.
The Gaels weren't finished.
They took ten shots in the second
half and put ridiculous pressure
on the Torero defense. Coach
Edwards, known for his risky,
offensive-minded ways, was going for a victory. Unfortunately,
San Diego made the Gaels pay.
In the 88th minute, San Diego
scored from a set play following
a corner kick to take the lead for
good.
The Gaels will spend next
weekend in southern California
facing Loyola Marymount on Friday and Pepperdine on Sunday.

The Collegian is actively seeking interested
sports fans for writing and photography!

We are currently looking for a Sports
Editor and Assistant Sports Editor.
Harness your passion for Gaels athelics and join
The Collegian sports team today!

Meetings on Monday,
6 p.m. in Dante 120
VBALL: Waves are Gaels next test
continued from page 8

The Gaels offense struggled
and managed just a .254 hitting
percentage, but the· Gaels held
off the Dons in all three s~ts (2521, 25-21, 25-17). York finished
with her sixth double-double of
the night with the season with 10
kills, 14 digs and four assists on
a .474 hitting percent. Corp had
four kills, two assists, two aces,

Need a Tutor?
Get one free at the
Tutorial and Academic Skills Center
Filippi Academic Hall, Room 190
Want to work as a Tutor?
Get a job at the
Tutorial and Academic Skills Center.
Email - irp l@stmarys-ca.edu

PLAYER OF THE WEEK

MSoccer: Cunningham scores winning goal against Zags
continued from page 8
bounce back from the loss with a
promising victory over wee rival
Gonzaga on Sunday afternoon.
The Gaels received their lone goal
from junior Conroy Cunningham,
who played in only his third game
of the year. The 88th minute
proved to be rewarding for the
visiting team as Saint Mary's improved to 3-3 in Conference play.
Senior Erik Rivas set up the
goal after his shot was blocked.
The rebound allowed Cunningham to make the game-winning
goal for the Gaels. The match was
frequently interrupted, with eight
fouls called on Saint Mary's and
nine by Gonzaga.
In an interesting move by head
coach Adam Cooper, Herrick was
pulled from between the pipes,
and sophomore Brendan Hoyt
took his place. In his debut, Hoyt
recorded five saves through 90

SPORTS THIS
WEEK

eight digs and four block assists,
while Lowell had seven kills, two
digs and five blocks. Jolly added
eight kills and four blocks, and
Loos had seven kills, four digs
and four blocks.
Wednesday 's match against
Pepperdine at McKeon Pavilion
will start at 7:00 p.m. and will be
televised on ESPNU.

Lauren Corp
Volleyball
Sophomore outside
hitter Lauren Corp
finished with 11
kills and 24 digs in
the Gaels 3-1 win
over Santa Clara on
Thursday, and four
kills, two aces, eight
digs and four block
assists in Saturday's
sweep of San Francisco.

Courtesy of smcgaels.com

The Saint Mary's Gaels split this weekends matches at sit at 3.3 in the
conference standings.

minutes, while securing his first
victory and shut-out of the season.
"Braden had a great game today
and steppeq up to make some big
saves," said Cooper. "We played
well today and Conroy's goal was

a scrappy goal and he got it in the
net."
The team has a bye this weekend, and will return to action on
Friday, October 29th to rematch
Gonzaga at home at 3pm.

Volleyball:
- Wed. v. Pepperdine, 7:00 p.m.
- Sat. v. Loyola Marymount, 1:00 p.m.

Women's Soccer:
- Fri. ra Loyola Marymount
- Sun. la Pcppcrdinc

WRowing:
- Sat.·Sun. (a Head of the Charles, Boston, MA

WTennis:
- Fri. - Sun. a ITA Regionals, Stanford,
CA

GO
GAELS!

j
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Men's soccer
splits weekend
Saint Mary's will play Pepperdine in televised match on ESPNU on Wednesday
road games

Gaels recover against Broncos, Dons

Gaels recover from
Portland loss to edge
out Gonzaga
bv Michael Bruer
Editor-in-Chief

The Gaels fought hard this
weekend in both of their Northwest matches, losing to the Portland Pilots 1-0 on Friday night
and following it up with a 1-0 win
in Spokane on Sunday afternoon.
With the split the Gaels are left
to 7-5-1 on a the season, with an
equal three home games and three
away games to play.
Friday's loss marked the first
time this season in which Saint

1

~

digs.
Head Coach Rob Browning
won his lOOth career victory in
Saturday's sweep over San Francisco. "We played steady all night
and that was good," Browning
told smcgaels.com. "USF fights
hard and they wouldn't let us get
a comfortable lead. In the end we
just served and passed better than
they did. A balanced effort by
everyone tonight."

Mary's dro p ped consecutive
games. They hung in during the
first half, placing four shots on goal
to Portland's seveg; and fQ!low~d
it by outshooting the Pilots in the
second half, eight to seven. Both
of the teams' goalkeepers were
kept busy in the overtime period.
Unfortunately for the Gaels, a silly
error cost them the game: Junior
goalkeeper Doug Herrick took a
goal kick that found the feet of
Portland's Ben Hemphill, who
then fired a shot from the edge of
the penalty box for the winning
goal.
"I feel for our guys," head coach
Adam Cooper told smcgaels.com;
"Unlike how we played last week
against Santa Clara, I felt that we
played a great game today. This is
the first time I've experienced losing a game on a goal kick."
Luckily the team managed to

VBALL, p7

M SO CCER, p7

Co urtesy of s m cgae ls.com

The Saint Mary's volleyball team won contests against both Santa Clara and San Francisco this week.

bv Brvant West
Editor-in-Chief

A week after being swept in
Moraga by San Diego, the Gaels
took to the road - and got back on
track. Saint Mary's bested two Bay
Area rivals, beating Santa Clara on
Thursday in four sets (26-24, 21-25,
25-20, and 25-16) and sweeping
San Francisco on Saturday (2521, 25-21, 25-17). Next up for
the Gaels are two home games,
including a Wednesday, October

20th match against Pepperdine that
will be hosted on ESPNU at 7 p.m.
Saint Mary 's will also face
Loyola Marymount on Saturday, October 23rd at 1:00 p.m.
at McKean Pavilion.The Gaels
propelled past the Broncos on
Thursday thanks to strong team
defense, notching 70 digs and 14
total blocks while holding Santa
Clara to just .153 hitting percentage. Sophomore outside hitter
Lauren Corp led the Gaels with 11
kills, 24 digs on a .550 hitting per-

cent. It was also a big night for the
Gaels middle blockers, as senior
Shannon Lowell had 12 kills and
blocked nine shots, sophomore
Gabby Jolly had 12 kills and five
blocks, and freshman Natalie Loos
had 11 kills and six total blocks
Sophomore setter Missy White
had her third double-double of the
season with 26 assists and 10 kills,
senior outside hitter Megan York
had 11 digs, seven kills and two
blocks, and senior setter Kapua
Kamana'o had 28 assists and five

o

Powerhouse Broncos, Toreros prove to much for Gaels
Saint Mary's struggles against tough conference opponents in Santa Clara, San Die
bVDJBowen
Staff Writer

This weekend Saint Mary 's
women's soccer saw a little of
everything; a visit from an Olympic gold medalist, a balanced
battle against an elite rival, an
own goal, and downpour of rain
on a Sunday afternoon. Not to
mention, the Gaels losing a pair
of matches to fall to 7-5-3 overall
and 1-2-0 in West Coast Conference play.
On Friday afternoon, #12
Santa Clara and their assistant
coach Brandi Chastain, visited
Moraga for a rivalry that lived
up to expectations, but had the
Broncos departing Saint Mary's
Stadium with a 2-0 victory.

The match was played very own goal.
evenly on both sides, with nearly
"I think today the game was
equivalent statistics for shots (13- even and the stats don't lie," re11), corner kicks (2-1), and fouls marked head coach Kai Edwards.
(12-11) , where Santa Clara led in
The play deflated the squad
all categories. The defining mo- and caused them to lose any
ment came in the - - - - - - - - - - - - m o m e n t u m
57th minute on
they had gained
a freak play. The
throughout the
Broncos were atgame. Edwards
tempting to cross
commented, "We
a pass from the
~
definitely got
right side of the
~
frazzled because
penalty box to
we committed so
the center and
much energy to
the Gaels were there to stifle the first 15 minutes [of the second
the attempt. However, in per- half]. To give up an own goal is
forming a sliding kick, a Saint devastating."
Later in the match, the Gaels
Mary's defender punched the
ball in the bottom right corner put forth a convincing surge to
of the net passed an unsuspecting
goalkeeper in Sarah Peters for an WSOCCER,p7
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Freshman Jordan Marad a and the Gaels couldn't manage wins against
Santa Clara and San Diego.

